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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient algorithm that build a consensus ob-
ject. This algorithm is based on an Ω failure detector (to obtain consensus live-
ness) and a store-collect object (to maintain its safety). A store-collect object
provides the processes with two operations, a store operation which allows the
invoking process to deposit a new value while discarding the previous value it
has deposited and a collect operation that returns to the invoking process a set
of pairs (i, val) where val is the last value deposited by the process pi. A store-
collect object has no sequential specification.

While store-collect objects have been used as base objects to design wait-free
constructions of more sophisticated objects (such as snapshot or renaming ob-
jects), as far as we know, they have not been explicitly used to built consensus
objects. The proposed store-collect-based algorithm, which is round-based, has
several noteworthy features. First it uses a single store-collect object (and not an
object per round). Second, during a round, a process invokes at most once the
store operation and the value val it deposits is a simple pair 〈r, v〉 where r is a
round number and v a proposed value. Third, a process is directed to skip rounds
according to its view of the current global state (thereby saving useless compu-
tation rounds). Finally, the algorithm benefits from the adaptive wait-free imple-
mentations that have been proposed for store-collect objects, namely, the number
of shared memory accesses involved in a collect operation is O(k) where k is the
number of processes that have invoked the store operation. This makes the pro-
posed algorithm particularly efficient and interesting for multiprocess programs
made up of asynchronous crash-prone processes that run on top of multicore ar-
chitectures.

Keywords: Asynchronous shared memory system, Building block, Concurrent
object, Consensus, Distributed algorithm, Eventual leader, Failure detector, Fault-
tolerance, Modularity, Multicore systems, Process crash, Store-collect object.

1 Introduction

1.1 On the Implementation of Consensus Objects

Consensus object and its universality An implementation of any object (or service) is
wait-free if the crash of any number of processes does not prevent the other processes
from terminating their operation invocations on the constructed object [13]. It has been
shown by M. Herlihy [13] that consensus objects are universal when one has to design
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wait-free implementation of any object (or service) defined from a sequential specifi-
cation. This means that, as soon as we are provided with consensus objects and atomic
read/write registers, it is possible to design algorithms (called universal constructions)
that build wait-free implementations of any concurrent object defined by a sequential
specification. Such implementations are said to be linearizable [14].

A consensus object is a one-shot object that provides the processes with a single
operation denoted propose() (one-shot means that a process invokes at most once the
operation propose() on a consensus object). When a process invokes propose(v), we say
that it “proposes v”. A consensus object allows processes to agree (if the processes of a
multiprocess program do not have to agree in one way or another, they are independent
and do not constitute a distributed computation). More specifically a consensus object
is defined as follows. Each process is assumed to propose a value and has to decide
a value in such a way that the following properties are satisfied: each correct process
which invokes propose() decides a value (wait-free termination), a decided value is a
proposed value (validity) and no two processes decide different values (agreement).

Consensus impossibility and ways to circumvent it. While consensus objects are
fundamental objects for the design and the implementation of crash-prone distributed
systems, the bad news is that they cannot be wait-free implemented in asynchronous
systems. Wait-free means here “whatever the number of process crashes”. Moreover,
this impossibility is independent of the underlying communication medium, which
means that it holds for both read/write shared memory systems [18] and asynchronous
message-passing systems [8]).

Several approaches to circumvent this impossibility have been investigated in the
context of read/write shared memory systems. One consists in enriching the system
model by providing the processes with registers stronger (from a computability point
of view) than read/write atomic registers. This approach has given rise to the notion of
consensus number introduced and developed by Herlihy [13]. An object X has consen-
sus number n if n is the largest integer such that it is possible to wait-free implement
n-process consensus objects from atomic read/write registers and objects X . If X al-
lows to wait-free implement n-process consensus for any value of n > 0, the consensus
number of the object X is +∞. It is shown it in [13] that there are objects (such as
compare&swap or LL/SC registers) whose consensus number is +∞.

Another approach consists in enriching the base read/write system with a failure de-
tector [4]. Intuitively, a failure detector can be seen as a distributed module that provides
each process with information on failures. According to the type and the quality of this
information, several failure detectors can be defined. Failure detectors have initially
been proposed for message-passing systems before being used in shared memory sys-
tems [17]. One of the most important result associated with the failure detector-based
approach is the proof that the failure detector denoted Ω is the one that captures the min-
imal information on failures that allows processes to wait-free implement a consensus
object despite asynchrony and process crashes [3]. A failure detector Ω is character-
ized by the following behavioral property: after a finite but unknown and arbitrary long
period, Ω provides forever the processes with the same (non-crashed) leader.

Modular approach: on the liveness side. Implementations of consensus objects have to
ensure that a single among the proposed values is decided (safety) and that each process
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that proposes a value and does not crash eventually decides despite the behavior of the
other processes (wait-freedom).

Interestingly, when considering round-based algorithms (i.e., algorithms in which the
processes execute asynchronously a sequence of rounds), the safety and wait-freedom
properties of a consensus object can be ensured by different means, i.e., by different
object types. More precisely, the eventual leadership property provided by Ω can be
used to ensure that at least one process will terminate (thereby entailing the termination
of the other processes). Hence, an Ω failure detector constitutes a liveness building
block on which implementations of consensus objects can rely in order to obtain the
wait-freedom property.

Modular approach: on the safety side. To our knowledge three types of read/write-
based objects that ensure the safety properties of a consensus object have been pro-
posed.

The first (which is given the name alpha in [12,21]) has been proposed by Lam-
port in [16] in the context of message-passing systems and adapted to the read/write
shared memory model by Lamport & Gafni [10]. An alpha object is a round-based ab-
straction which has a single operation denoted deposit(). Round-based means that the
specification of deposit() involves the round number which is passed as a parameter.
This operation takes also a value as input parameter and returns a proposed value or a
default value ⊥ indicating that the current invocation is aborted. An alpha object is im-
plemented with an array of n shared single-writer/multi-reader registers where n is the
total number of processes. Each register contains two round numbers plus a proposed
value or the default value⊥.

The second object, denoted adopt-commit has been introduced by Gafni [9]. It is
a round-free object: its specification does not depend on round numbers, and its im-
plementation requires two arrays of size n asynchronously accessed by each process
one after the other. As adopt-commit objects are round-free, each round of an adopt-
commit-based consensus algorithm requires its own adopt-commit object and, when it
executes a round, a process accesses only the corresponding adopt-commit object.

A third object that has used to ensure the safety property of a consensus object is the
weak set object type proposed by Delporte & Fauconnier [5]. This object is a set from
which values are never withdrawn. Similarly to adopt-commit objects, these sets are
round-free objects but, differently from them, during each round a process is required
to access three distinct sets (the ones associated to the previous, the current and the next
rounds).

1.2 Content of the Paper

Step complexity and number of objects. The step complexity (number of shared mem-
ory accesses) involved by each invocation of an operation on an alpha, adopt-commit
or weak set object is O(n).

On another side, the consensus algorithms based on adopt-commit or weak set ob-
jects requires one such object per round and, due the very nature of Ω, the number of
rounds that have to be executed before processes decide is finite but can can be arbi-
trary large. This means that the number of adopt-commit or weak set objects used in an
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execution cannot be bounded and, consequently, these objects have to be dynamically
created. (Due to the distributed nature of the computation and the possibility of failures,
such dynamic object creations are much more difficult to manage than iterative or re-
cursive objects creation in sequential or parallel failure-free computing.) Interestingly,
alpha-based consensus algorithms (e.g., [10,11,16]) needs a single alpha object.

A question. Hence, the question: Is it possible to design a consensus object from Ω
(for the consensus liveness part) and (for the consensus safety part) an object such that
(a) a single instance of this object is necessary (as in alpha-based consensus) and (b)
whose step complexity of each operation is adaptive (i.e. depends on the number of
processes that have invoked operations and not on the total number of processes)? The
paper answers positively the previous question. To that end it considers store-collect
objects.

Store-collect object. Such an object, which can be seen as an array with an entry per
process, provides processes with two operations denoted store() and collect(). The first
operation allows a process to deposit a new value in the store-collect object, this new
value overwriting the value it has previously deposited. The second operation is an
asynchronous read of the last values deposited by each process. A store-collect object
has no sequential specification.

While a store-collect object has a trivial wait-free implementation based on an array
of size n with operations whose step complexity is O(n), in a very interesting way,
efficient adaptive wait-free implementations have been proposed. As an example, when
considering the implementation described in [2], the step complexity of each invocation
of collect() is O(k) where k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, is the number of processes that have previously
invoked the operation store()) and the step complexity of each invocation of store() by
a process is O(1) but for its first invocation which can be up to O(k).

A variant of a store-collect object is one in which the operations store() and collect()
are merged to obtain a single operation denoted store collect() (whose effect is similar
to store() followed by collect()). A wait-free implementation of such a variant is de-
scribed in [6] where it is shown that in some concurrency patterns the step complexity
of store collect() is O(1).

Content of the paper. The paper presents an algorithm that wait-free implements a
consensus object from Ω (building block for wait-free termination) and a single store-
collect object (building block for consensus safety).

When compared to consensus algorithms that needs an unbounded number of adopt-
commit or weak set objects, the proposed algorithm (similarly to alpha-based consensus
algorithms [10,12,16]) needs a single base (store-collect) object. Moreover, when com-
pared to alpha-based algorithms, it has several noteworthy features. (a) A better step
complexity (measured as the number of accesses to the shared memory) during each
round. (b) The fact that an entry of the store-collect object has only two components (a
round number plus a proposed value) while an entry of an alpha object has three com-
ponents (two round numbers plus a proposed value). And (c) the fact that the next round
executed by a process is dynamically computed from its current view of the global state
and not a priori defined from a predetermined sequence (thereby allowing a process to
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skip useless computation rounds). It is important to notice that, while the algorithm is
relatively simple, the proof that a single value is decided is not trivial.

Hence, the paper presents a new consensus algorithm suited to shared memory sys-
tems which, from an efficiency point of view, compares favorably with existing algo-
rithms. It is important to notice that, with the advent of multicore architectures, the
design of such efficient fault-tolerant algorithms become a real challenge.

Roadmap. The paper is made up of 4 sections. Section 2 presents the computation
model (base read/write registers, store-collect object and Ω), and the consensus ob-
ject. Then, Section 3 describes, discusses and proves correct an efficient algorithm that
builds a consensus object from Ω and a single store-collect object as underlying build-
ing blocks. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Computation Model

2.1 Crash-Prone Asynchronous Processes

The system is made up of a set Π of n sequential processes denoted p1, . . . , pn. The
integer i is the index of the process pi. The processes are asynchronous which means
that each process proceeds at its own speed which can vary arbitrarily. The execution
of a sequential process is represented by a sequence of steps which are accesses to its
local memory or to the shared memory (see below).

Any number of processes may crash. A crash is a premature halt. After it has crashed
(if ever it does) a process executes no more step. It is only assumed that a process that
does not crash eventually executes its next step as defined by the code of its algorithm.
Given an execution, a process that crashes is said to be faulty, otherwise it is correct.

2.2 Cooperation Model

¿From a notational point of view, the names of the objects shared by the processes are
denoted with upper case letters (e.g., DEC ) while the name of a local variable of a
process pi is denoted with lower case letters with i as a subscript (e.g., seti).

Cooperation objects: an atomic register and a store-collect object. The processes co-
operate through an atomic multi-writer/multi-reader register denoted DEC (initialized
to the default value ⊥) and a single store-collect object denoted MEM . Such an object
contains a set of pairs (i, v) where i is a process index and v a value. For any i, this set
contains at most one pair (i,−). Initially, a store-collect object is empty.

The operation store() and collect(). As indicated in the introduction, such an object has
two operations denoted store() and collect(). A process pi invokes MEM .store(val) to
deposit the value val, i.e., the pair (i, val) is added to the store-collect and overwrites
the previous pair (i,−) (if any)1. Hence, when (i, val) belongs to the store-collect ob-
ject, val is the last value stored by the process pi.

1 In the algorithm proposed in Section 3 a value val is a pair made up of a round number r and
a proposed value v. To prevent confusion, the notation (−,−) is used for a pair written into a
store-collect object, while the notation 〈−,−〉 is used for a pair val.
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A process invokes MEM .collect() to obtain a value of the store-collect object. The
set that is returned is called a view and contains the latest pairs deposited by the pro-
cesses that have invoked MEM .store().

Partial order on the views. To define precisely the notion of “latest” pairs returned in
a view, we use the following partial order relation on views. Let view1 and view2 be
two views. The notation view1 ≤ view2 means that, for for every i such that (i, v1) ∈
view1, we have (i, v2) ∈ view2, where the invocation MEM .store(v2) by pi is issued
after (or is) its invocation MEM .store(v1).

Properties of the operations store() and collect() The invocations of these operations
satisfy the following properties.

– Validity. Let col be an invocation of collect() that returns the set view. For any
(i, v) ∈ view, there is an invocation store(v) issued by the process pi that has
started before the invocation col terminates.
This property means that a collect() operation can neither read from the future, nor
output values that have never been deposited.

– Partial order consistency. Let col1 and col2 be two invocations of the operation
collect() that return the views view1 and view2, respectively. If col1 terminates
before col2 starts, then view1 ≤ view2.
This property expresses the mutual consistency of non-concurrent invocations of
the operation collect(): an invocation of collect() cannot obtain values older than
the values obtained by a previous invocation of collect(). On the contrary, there is
no constraint on the views returned by concurrent invocations of collect() (hence
the name partial order for that consistency property).

– Freshness. Let st and col be invocations of store(v) and collect() issued by pi and
pj , respectively, such that st has terminated before col starts. The view returned by
pj contains a pair (i, v′) such that v′ is v or a value deposited by pi after v.
This property expresses the fact that the views returned by the invocations of collect()
are up to date in the sense that, as soon as a value has been deposited, it cannot be
ignored by future invocations of collect(). If store(v) is executed by a process pi,
the pair (i, v) must appear in a returned view (provided there are enough invoca-
tions of collect()) unless v has been overwritten by a more recent invocation of
store() issued by pi.

– Wait-free termination. Any invocation of an operation by a process that does not
crash terminates.

It is easy to see from these properties that a store-collect object has no sequential spec-
ification (two invocations of collect() which obtain incomparable views cannot be or-
dered).

Wait-free implementations of store-collect objects. Such implementations are described
in several papers (see Chapter 7 of [21] for a survey). The implementations described
in [1,2] are based on atomic read/write registers. As noticed in the introduction, they are
adaptive to the number k of processes that have invoked the operation store(). Let the
step complexity of an operation be the maximum number of shared memory accesses it
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can issue. When considering the implementation presented in [2], the step complexity
of an invocation of collect() or of the first invocation of store() by a process is O(k)
and the step complexity of the other invocations of store() by the same process is O(1).

Fast store-collect object Such an object, introduced in [6], is a store-collect object
where the store() and the collect() operations are merged into a single operation de-
noted store collect(). This object is particularly interesting when a process invokes re-
peatedly store() followed by collect() without executing other steps in between, which
is exactly what the store-collect-based consensus algorithm presented in Section 3 does.

An implementation of such a store-collect object is presented in [6], where the step
complexity of an invocation of store collect() converges to O(1) when, after some time,
a single process invokes that operation2.

2.3 The Failure Detector Ω

This failure detector, which has been informally defined in the Introduction, has been
proposed and investigated in [3]. It provides each process pi with a read-only variable
denoted leaderi that always contains a process index. The set of these variables satis-
fies the following property.

– Eventual leadership. There is a finite time τ after which the local variables leaderi
of all the correct processes contain the same process index and this index is the
index of a correct process.

It is important to notice that, before time τ , there is an anarchy period during which the
variables leaderi can have arbitrary values (e.g, there no common leader and crashed
processes can be leaders). Moreover, τ can be arbitrarily large and is never explicitly
known by the processes.

As already indicated, Ω is the weakest failure detector that allows a consensus object
to be wait-free implemented [3]. Moreover, as consensus cannot be solved in a pure
asynchronous read/write system prone to process crashes, it follows that such a system
has to be enriched with time-related behavioral assumptions in order Ω can be built.
Examples of such assumptions and associated Ω algorithms are described in [7].

Notation The previous read/write system model enriched with the additional com-
putability power provided by Ω is denotedASM[Ω].

3 The Store-Collect-Based Consensus Algorithm

This section presents and proves correct an algorithm that implements the operation
propose() of a consensus object CONS . As previously announced, this construction is
based on a store-collect object to ensure the consensus safety properties and a failure
detector Ω to guarantee its wait-free termination property.

2 As we will see, this is exactly what does occur in the proposed algorithm after Ω elects forever
the same correct process.
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3.1 Description of the Algorithm

Internal representation of the consensus object The two base objects used in the algo-
rithm have been introduced in Section 2.2. The aim of the atomic register DEC is to
contain the decided value. The aim of the store-collect object MEM is to guarantee that
no two different values are decided.

The algorithm implementing the operation propose(). Algorithm 1 is a round-based
asynchronous algorithm. A process pi invokes CONS .propose(vi) where vi is the
value it proposes. Its invocation terminates when it executes the statement return(DEC )
where DEC contains the value it decides (line 17).

The local variable ri contains the current round number of pi while esti contains
its current estimate of the decision value (these local variables are initialized at line 1).
A process executes a while loop (lines 2-16) until it decides (or crashes). Moreover, it
executes the loop body (lines 4-14) only if it is currently considered as a leader by Ω
(predicate of line 3).

When it is considered as a leader, pi does the following. First it stores its current local
state 〈ri, esti〉 into the store-collect object MEM and then reads its current content
by invoking MEM .collect() (line 4). (Let us observe that line 4 can be replaced by
the single statement memi ← MEM .store collect(〈ri, esti〉) if one wants to use a
fast store-collect object instead of a more general store-collect object.) Let us notice
that line 4 is the only line where pi accesses the store-collect object, i.e., the part of
the shared memory related to the consensus safety property. All the other statements
executed by pi in a round (but the write into DEC if it decides) are local statements.

operation CONS .propose(vi) is
(1) ri ← 1; esti ← vi;
(2) while (DEC = ⊥) do
(3) if (leaderi = i) then
(4) MEM .store(〈ri, esti〉); viewi ← MEM .collect();
(5) memi ← { 〈r, v〉 | (−, 〈r, v〉) ∈ viewi };
(6) rmaxi ← max{r | 〈r,−〉 ∈ memi};
(7) if (ri = rmaxi)
(8) then seti ← {v | 〈r, v〉 ∈ memi where r ∈ {rmaxi, rmaxi − 1}};
(9) if (ri > 1) ∧ (seti = {esti})
(10) then DEC← esti
(11) else ri ← ri + 1
(12) end if
(13) else esti ← v such that 〈rmaxi, v〉 ∈ memi; ri ← rmaxi

(14) end if
(15) end if
(16) end while;
(17) return(DEC )
end operation.

Algorithm 1: The store/collect-based consensus operation propose()
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Then, pi stores into memi the pairs 〈r, v〉 contained in the view viewi it has obtained
(line 5) and computes the greatest round rmaxi that, from its point of view, has ever
been attained (line 6). Its behavior depends then on the fact that it is or not late with
respect to rmaxi.

– If it is late (ri < rmaxi), pi jumps to the round rmaxi and adopts as new estimate a
value that is associated with rmaxi in the view it has previously obtained (line 13).

– If it is “on time” from a round number point of view (ri = rmaxi), pi checks if it
can write a value into DEC and decide. To that end, it executes lines 8-12. It first
computes the set seti of the values that are registered in the store-collect object
with a round number equal to rmaxi or rmaxi − 1, i.e., the values registered by
the processes that (from pi’s point of view) have attained one of the last two rounds.
If pi has passed the first round (ri > 1) and its set seti contains only the value kept
in esti, it writes it into DEC (line 10) just before deciding at line 17. If it cannot
decide, pi proceeds to the next round without modifying its estimate esti (line 11).

Hence, the base principle on which rests this algorithm is pretty simple to state. (It is
worth noticing that this principle is encountered in other algorithms that solve other
problems such as termination detection of distributed computations). This principle
can be stated as follows: processes execute asynchronous rounds (observation periods)
until a process sees two consecutive rounds in which “nothing which is relevant has
changed”.

3.2 Discussion

A particular case It is easy to see that, when all processes propose the same value, no
process decides in more than two rounds whatever the pattern failure and the behavior
of Ω. Similarly, only two rounds are needed when Ω elects a correct common leader
from the very beginning. In that sense, the algorithm is optimal from a “round number”
point of view [15].

On the management of round numbers In adopt-commit-based or alpha-based consen-
sus algorithms, the processes that execute rounds do execute a predetermined sequence
of rounds3. Differently, the proposed algorithm allows a process pi that executes rounds
to jump from its current round ri to the round rmaxi which can be arbitrarily large
(line 13). These jumps make the algorithm more efficient. More specifically, let us con-
sider a time τ of an execution such that (a) up to time τ , when a process executes line 9,
the decision predicate is never satisfied, (b) processes have executed rounds and mr
is the last round that has been attained at time τ , (c) from time τ , Ω elects the same
correct leader p� at any process pi, and (d) p� starts participating at time τ . It follows
from the algorithm that p� executes the first round during which it updates r� to mr,
and then (according to the values in the store-collect MEM ) at most either the rounds
mr and mr + 1 or the rounds mr, mr + 1 and mr + 2. As the sequence of rounds is
not predetermined, p� saves at least mr − 2 rounds.

3 In an adopt-commit-based algorithm each process that executes rounds does execute the pre-
determined sequence of rounds numbered 1, 2, etc., while, in an alpha-based algorithm each
process pi that executes rounds does execute the predetermined sequence of rounds numbered
i, i+ n, i+ 2n, etc.
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3.3 Proof of the Algorithm

This proof is based only on the properties of Ω and the store-collect object MEM . It
does not require MEM to be built from atomic registers (they can be regular registers
only). Due to page limitation, the missing proofs can be found in [22].

Lemma 1. If a process invokes first MEM .store(〈r,−〉) and laterMEM .store(〈r′,−〉),
we have r′ > r.

Lemma 2. Let r > 1. If a process pi invokes MEM .store(〈r, v〉) at time τ , then there
is a process pj that has invoked MEM .store(〈r − 1, v〉) at a time τ ′ < τ .

Lemma 3. A decided value is a proposed value.

Lemma 4. No two processes decide different values.

Proof . As a decided value is a value that has been written into DEC and a process
writes at most once into DEC , the proof consists in showing that distinct processes do
not write different values into DEC .

Preliminary definitions. Let viewr
i be the value of viewi obtained by pi during

round r. Let τ(i, r, b, st) and τ(i, r, e, st) be the time instants at which process pi starts
and terminates, respectively, the invocation of the operation store() during round r.
τ(i, r, b, c�) and τ(i, r, e, c�) have the same meaning when considering the invocation
of the operation collect().

Let r be the first round during which processes write into DEC , pi one of these
processes and v the value it writes. Let us observe that, due to line 9, r > 1; hence
r− 1 exists. We claim that, for any w such that (−, 〈r, w〉) is returned by an invocation
of collect() we have w = v (Claim C1). It follows (a) from this claim that no process
can decide a value different from v at round r and (b) from this claim, Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 that no process ever writes 〈r′, w〉 with r′ > r and w 	= v. Consequently, no
value different from v can be decided which proves the consensus agreement property.

Proof of the claim C1. Let w be any value such that (−, 〈r, w〉) is returned by an in-
vocation of collect(). To prove the claim (i.e., w = v), let us consider the following
definition given for each value w.
1. Let τ(kw , rw, e, c�) be the first time instant at which a process (let pkw denote this

process) returns from an invocation of collect() (let rw denote the corresponding
round) and the view it obtains is such that (−, 〈r, w〉) ∈ viewrw

kw
.

2. Let jw be a process index such that (jw, 〈r, w〉) ∈ viewrw
kw

(hence pjw invokes
store(〈r, w〉)).

We claim (Claim C2, proved in [22]) that (a) pjw executes round r − 1, and during that
round both (b) invokes store(〈r− 1, w〉) and (c) executes line 11 (i.e., rjw ← rjw +1).

To prove the claim C1, let us consider any process pi that writes into DEC at round r
(the first round during which processes write into DEC ). This process obtained viewr

i

when it invoked collect() at round r. Considering any value w and its associated process
pjw as previously defined, we analyze the different cases which can occur according to
value r′ such that (jw, 〈r′, v′〉) ∈ viewr

i or the fact that no pair (jw,−) belongs to
viewr

i .
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– (jw, 〈r′,−〉) is such that r′ > r. This case is not possible because otherwise we
would have rmaxi ≥ r′ > r when pi executes round r and it would consequently
execute line 13 and not line 10 (the line at which it writes into DEC ).

– (jw, 〈r′, v′〉) is such that r′ = r. In that case, it follows from line 8 and the predicate
evaluated by pi at line 9 that we necessarily have v′ = v. Moreover, as pjw writes
at most once in a round (Lemma 1), it follows from the definition of jw (see Item 2
above) that v′ = w. Hence, w = v.

– (jw, 〈r′, v′〉) is such that r′ = r− 1. In that case, it follows from Item (b) of Claim
C2 that pjw has invoked store(〈r − 1, w〉). Then the proof is the same as in the
previous case, and we have w = v.

– (jw, 〈r′, v′〉) is such that r′ < r − 1 or there is no pair (jw,−) in viewr
i .

It then follows from Item (a) of Claim C2 that pjw executes the round r− 1 and we
have then τ(i, r, b, c�) < τ(jw , r−1, e, st) (otherwise the freshness property of the
store-collect object would be violated). According to the sequential code executed
by pjw and pi we consequently have

τ(i, r, e, st) < τ(i, r, b, c�) < τ(jw , r − 1, e, st) < τ(jw , r − 1, b, c�).

It then follows from the previous line, the freshness property of the store-collect
object and the fact that pi does not write the store-collect object after it has written
into DEC , that (i, 〈r, v〉) ∈ viewr−1

jw
. Consequently, pjw reads 〈r,−〉 during round

r− 1, it executes line 13 which contradicts Item (c) of Claim C2 (which states that
pjw executes line 11 during round r − 1). Hence, this case cannot appear, which
concludes the proof of Claim C1.

�Lemma 4

Lemma 5. Let assume that the eventual leader elected by Ω participates. Any correct
process decides a value.

The next theorem follows from Lemma 3, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5.

Theorem 1. Let assume that the eventual leader elected by Ω participates. Algorithm 1
is a wait-free implementation of a consensus object in the system model ASM[Ω].

4 Conclusion

This paper was motivated by the use of store-collect objects to build a consensus object.
It has presented such an algorithm based on a single store-collect object in which a value
stored by a process is a simple pair made up of a round number and a proposed value.
Due to the fact that it uses a single store-collect object, the algorithm is practically inter-
esting. Moreover, as it can benefit from the adaptive wait-free implementations that have
been proposed for store-collect objects and it directs processes to skip rounds (thereby
saving “useless” computation), this consensus algorithm is also particularly efficient
and relevant for practical implementations. These features, together with its simplicity,
make it attractive for multiprocess programs made up of asynchronous crash-prone pro-
cesses that run on top of multicore architectures.
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